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Retirees: February 2016
Retiree News from FM Financial. We hope you enjoy these specifically selected articles and 
a brief analysis. 
 
Now that February is here, the holidays are over and the nation is getting back to business, 
investors finally have time to digest January’s rollercoaster markets. Shares had their worst 
start to the year on record, while oil and the Aussie dollar also fell. But the markets are not 
the same thing as the economy, which is holding up well. 
 
After lifting interest rates in December for the first time in seven years, the US Federal 
Reserve kept rates on hold in January while repeating its intention to raise rates at a 
‘gradual’ pace. This ‘steady as she goes’ approach reassured financial markets that the 
US economic recovery is still intact. It should also support the gradual decline of the Aussie 
dollar. 
 
After falling 11 per cent last year to US73c the Aussie dollar dipped below US70c last in 
January before firming slightly to around US71c. The weaker currency has helped cushion 
our falling terms of trade – or the ratio of imports to exports – which fell by 5.2 per cent in 
2015. This was due mostly to falling commodity prices and reduced demand from China. 
As well as partly offsetting falling commodity prices, longer term the currency effect should 
also help boost exports. The NAB Business Survey released in January reported positive 
business conditions in all sectors outside mining and construction. With inflation at an 
annual rate of 1.7 per cent, the Reserve Bank still has room to cut interest rates to further 
stimulate growth in non-mining sectors of the economy.
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